
Encouraging steps towards Horn Region Common Market 

All genuine peace deals are good news for the region at large, not only for certain parties. 

The two recent developments, the Ogaden peace progresses and the newly passed Kenyan 

constitution, have to be steps towards a re-unification of the five parts which colonialism had 

divided the Somali Nation into, followed by a creation of a Horn Region Common Market 

which would end the insistent attempts by the neighbours of the Somali Nation to reach the 

Somali coast by force in order to come out of their land-lockedness which for some is also 

known as "avoiding a big Muslim Nation on the Horn".  

Somalis are not escaping away with any thing from their sisterly landlocked neighbours but 

the approach is wrong if it should be by force financed by the classical enemies of the 

continent who are still trying to conserve for themselves the natural resources of the continent 

by deliberately designed long term, never ending conflicts. 

To make the Horn Common Market a reality would  though need to face some opportunity 

costs like eradicating and prohibiting all sorts of mass destruction weapons like drugs 

whether green like the Chat/Qaad/Kat or the like and mass murder habits like those which 

cause AIDS. 

 It is better for the West too to undo their atrocities which is the only way they  can be sure to 

have a share of the region’s/continent's resources, other wise the region/continent might give 

such chances to less guilty parties like the Chinese or would at least keep regarding the West 

as historic and life hostile not to deal with in any way choosing to keep suffering on their 

resources not exploiting.  

Less guilty since the Chinese too recognize the so called OAU charter which  was created by 

the colonial powers simply to maintain territorial conflicts for the region/continent instead of 

correcting the maps  back as they were before the arrival of the colonialists. For the masses of 

the Horn of Africa Region such so called charter has simply meant “Enslaving Conspiracy” 

since they as a result lost all their few educated kids and coins in arms and ammunitions on 

behalf of the conspiring colonialists who were conserving the regions/continent’s resources. 

For elaborate statements on these points you are welcome to google “amiirdaljire”. 
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